DEAR STAKEHOLDER

CLOSURE OF WOODS ST FOR CONSTRUCTION OF NEW CUL DE SAC AT GARRAMILLA BOULEVARD/WOODS ST AND CHANGED TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

Construction of Darwin CBD’s iconic third entry point Garramilla Boulevard is progressing well, with work on the new intersection with Woods St set to begin in early January 2019.

A cul de sac will be constructed on Woods St where the road meets Garramilla Boulevard on the end of Woods St closest to Mirambeena Travelodge.

This is the most suitable treatment for this intersection because of the gradient of the road and level of surrounds. This ensures the safest and most efficient design, maintains access to surrounding properties and avoids impacting the Frog Hollow park.

Woods St will be permanently closed to through traffic to allow this work to begin from Tuesday 8 January 2019. McMinn St and Woods St will both be closed to through traffic for a period of up to four weeks until McMinn St can be reopened.

January is a non-peak time for many businesses in the vicinity of the works and is an opportune time for these works to be completed.

Completion of the McMinn St intersection with Garramilla Boulevard is expected in the first quarter of 2019. This is due to the need to deepen underground electrical and other services.

Once this intersection is completed, McMinn St will be re-opened to through traffic.

Other traffic changes which also will apply from January 8 2019 are;

- Traffic diversions will be in place via Lindsay and Knuckey streets.
- Up to 15 parking spaces will be temporarily removed on Lindsay St between Woods St and Cavenagh St to ensure the detour is safe for all road users. These spaces will be reinstated when McMinn St is reopened in February 2019.
- Manton and Gardiner streets will be open to local traffic only.
- Parking will be reinstated on Manton St.
- Alternative entry and exit points from the post office car park will be provided as part of the works, and previous exit and entry onto Woods St will be closed.
- Six parking bays on Cavenagh St outside the Mirambeena Travelodge will be removed to accommodate bus parking for re-routed buses.
- Parking spaces will be removed from Stott Lane.
We appreciate your patience while we build this important infrastructure. Maps below show the diversions that will be in place during the works, and the final configurations of the Woods St cul de sac where it meets Garramilla Boulevard, and the McMinn St/Garramilla Boulevard intersection.

Should you have any queries please contact 8924 7118 or email transport.planning@nt.gov.au